➢

The Foreign Exchange Market (or Forex) describes the trading of one country’s currency
for another.

➢

Forex is traded in pairs such as USD/JPY

➢

A pip is the smallest movement any given exchange rate makes, usually 1/100 of 1%

➢

Prices are quoted as a Bid/Ask Spread

➢

Leverage allows us to trade using some money that isn’t ours, usually 100x
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Currency Pair

Countries

FX Shorthand

EUR/USD

Eurozone / United States

“Euro Dollar”

USD/JPY

United States / Japan

“Dollar Yen”

GBP/USD

Great Britain / United States

“Pound Dollar”

USD/CHF

United States / Switzerland

“Dollar Swissy”

USD/CAD

United States / Canada

“Dollar Loonie”

AUD/USD

Australia / United States

“Aussie Dollar”

NZD/USD

New Zealand / United States

“Kiwi Dollar”

Currency Pair

Countries

FX Shorthand

Drivers

EUR/USD

Eurozone / United States

“Euro Dollar”

Brexit News, Sovereign Debt
Crises

USD/JPY

United States / Japan

“Dollar Yen”

JPY Safe Haven, China Data

GBP/USD

Great Britain / United States

“Pound Dollar”

Brexit News

USD/CHF

United States / Switzerland

“Dollar Swissy”

CHF Safe Haven

USD/CAD

United States / Canada

“Dollar Loonie”

Oil and Other Commodities,
NAFTA News

AUD/USD

Australia / United States

“Aussie Dollar”

Chinese Economic Data,
Commodities

NZD/USD

New Zealand / United States

“Kiwi Dollar”

Commodities, AUD

●

Safe Haven: “Risk-off” and generally do better when markets are bearish and/or there is more
uncertainty. I.e. Japanese Yen (JPY), Swiss Franc (CHF)

●

Commodity: Heavily tied to a certain commodity price or a basket of commodities prices due
to a country’s exports being dominated by the commodity. I.e. Canadian Dollar (CAD),
Russian Ruble (RUB), Australian Dollar (AUD)

●

Pegged/Semi-Pegged: Designed to exactly or within a band track a benchmark currency
(typically USD or EUR) at a set rate/range. I.e. Jordanian Dinar (JOD), Danish Krone (DKK)

●

Developed Market (DM): Generally do better when gap between EM and DM growth is low
and are driven by interest rates/data specific to the currency. I.e. USD, GBP, EUR, JPY

●

Emerging Market (EM): “Risk-on” currencies which generally do better in bull markets (strong
EM growth) and are often affected by commodity prices, geopolitics/political unrest, and,
especially in Asia, Chinese growth. I.e. Brazilian Real (BRL), Malaysian Ringgit (MYR)

●

Transactions
○
○

Pay foreign suppliers
Convert Revenue

●

Risk Management
○ Hedge currency exposure of a position
○ Lock in rates with forward contracts

●

Speculation
○ Become rich off Brexit
○ Pray to Yellen Powell

●

Institutions
Primarily speculative positions driven by market events.
○ Real Money: institutional investors invest money for an entity
such as a pension fund, sovereign wealth fund, or insurance
company in an effort to generate returns over time.

○

Fast Money: leveraged funds, usually hedge funds, that take
speculative positions with the goal of achieving returns greater
than the market.

●

Corporations
Primarily risk management and transactional positions driven
by business needs.

●

Base and Quote on every currency pair. i.e. EUR/USD

●

Ordering Convention
EUR
GBP
AUD
NZD
USD
CAD
CHF
JPY

●
●

All other currency pairs typically involve either EUR or USD which
would go before them i.e. USD/BRL
All exchange rates that do not include USD are called “cross rates”

●

Forward vs. Spot:
○
○

Spot Rates: Exchange rates quoted for transactions being executed now
Forward Rates: Exchange rates quoted for transaction agreed to execute in the future

●

Different Interest Rates: Different currencies have different exchange rates set by their
central banks.
○ Fed Funds Rate: 1.25-1.50%
○ BACEN Rate (BRL): 6.75%
○ If exchange rates don’t change over time, why not just only own Brazilian Real?

●

How the Market Adjusts: Forward Rate = Spot Rate x (1 + i(f)) / (1 + i(d))

●

FORWARD RATES ARE NOT MARKET PREDICTIONS!!
○ They are only meant to prevent arbitrage

●

Interest Rate Parity Formula: Forward Rate = Spot Rate x (1 + i(f)) / (1 + i(d))
○
○

●

Implies that the spot rate will gradually converge towards the forward rate over time
Forward Rate prevents arbitrage but does not prevent speculation by investing in higher
yielding currencies
The Carry Trade: Buying higher-yielding currencies and selling lower-yielding currencies and
holding these positions for a profit
○ If spot rates remain constant→ profit
○ Often works because spot rates
do not always converge to the forward
rate as interest rate parity suggests
○ Risks of the Carry Trade
■ Risk-off sentiment/Market Downturn
■ Localized Economic Shock

